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The motivating example – the traveler’s dilemma game
An airline loses 2 identical suitcasesbelonging to 2 different travelers.The airline manager separates thetravelers and asks them to write downthe value of their case between $2 and$100.If both write down the same amount, each gets this amount.If one amount is smaller, then each of them will get thisamount with a bonus/malus:

I The traveler who chose the smaller amount will get $2extra
I The other traveler will have to pay $2 penalty.



The traveler’s dilemma game
What strategy should both travelers follow to decide thevalue they should write down?

I Intuitively: close to $100
I Nash Equilibrium strategy: $2How about if the bonus/malus amount equals say $150?
I Intuitively: close to $2
I Nash Equilibrium strategy: $2The game presented above was first proposed by Basu(1994) and is called the traveler’s dilemma.
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Some motivating questions

Why is Nash Equilibrium strategy intuitive in some casesand not in other?How can we explain departures from the game theorypredictions?When people do not play according to the game theorypredictions, are they rational or irrational?



Motivating article
Jacob Goeree and Charles Holt Ten little treasures of game
theory and ten intuitive contradictions, AER, 2001

I Lab data for games played once.
I For each game two payoff structures:

I the treasure in which the observed behavior agrees withthe NE prediction.
I another one which produces a striking inconsistencybetween the two.We shall focus only on static games of complete

information.



Outline of the lecture

1. Some theory2. Treasures of game theory3. Hypothesis4. The Game of Rows mobile app



Static games of complete information
Consider a game Γ in strategic form:1. The set of players N2. For each player i ∈ N a set of actions Ai3. For each player i ∈ N a payoff function ui : A Ï RNotation:

I A set of all players profiles of actions is denoted by
A ≡ ×i∈NAi with a typical element denoted by a.

I A set of all players but player i profiles of actions isdenoted by A−i ≡ ×j∈N\i with a typical element denotedby a−i .



Nash Equilibrium in pure strategies

Definition
Nash equilibrium in pure strategies is a profile of actions
a∗ ∈ A such that:

a∗
i ∈ arg max

ai∈Ai

ui (ai , a∗
−i ), ∀a−i ∈ A−i , ∀i ∈ N (1)



Mixed strategies
Definition
Given any strategic form game Γ, a randomized strategy
for any player i is a probability distribution over Ai . Let∆(Ai ) denote the set of all possible randomized strategies
for player i . The set of all randomized strategy profiles will
be denoted by ∆(A) = ×i∈N∆(Ai ). It must be that:∑

ai∈Ai

σi (ai ) = 1, ∀i ∈ N

We will write σ ≡ (σi )i∈N , where σi ≡ (σi (ai ))ai∈Ai , for each i .For any randomized strategy profile σ , let ui (σ ) denote theexpected payoff that player i would get when the playersindependently choose their pure strategies according to σ :
ui (σ ) = ∑

a∈A

∏
j∈N

σj (aj )
 ui (a), ∀i ∈ N



Mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium
For any σ ′

i ∈ ∆(Ai ), we denote (σ ′
i , σ−i ) the randomizedstrategy profile in which the i-th component is σ ′

i and allother components are as in σ . Thus:
ui (σ ′

i , σ−i ) = ∑
a∈A

 ∏
j∈N\i

σj (aj )
 σ ′

i (ai )ui (a)
Definition
A randomized strategy profile σ∗ ∈ ∆(A) is a Nash
equilibrium of Γ if the following holds:

σ∗
i ∈ arg max

σi∈∆(Ai ) ui (σi , σ∗
−i ), ∀i ∈ N (2)



Common knowledge of rationality
Definition
There is common knowledge of p in a group of agents G
when all the agents in G know p, they all know that they
know p, they all know that they all know that they know p,
and so on ad infinitum.The crucial assumption underlying the Nash Equilibrium isthat there is common knowledge among players in thegame about:

I the game and all its components,
I rationality of all players.We shall question this assumption.



Rationalizability
Definition
The rationalizable set of actions (Bernheim, 1984 and
Pearce, 1984) can be computed as follows:1. Start with the full action set for each player.2. Remove all actions which are never a best reply to

any belief about the opponents’ actions
I No rational player will choose such actions.3. Remove all actions which are never a best reply to

any belief about the opponents’ remaining actions
I Each player knows that the other players are rational.4. Continue the process until no further actions are

eliminated.5. In a game with finitely many actions, this process
always terminates and leaves a non-empty set of
actions for each player.



Rationalizability

Players respond optimally to some belief about theiropponents’ actions, but Nash equilibrium requires that thesebeliefs be correct while rationalizability does not.The general idea is to provide the weakest constraints onplayers while still requiring that players are rational and thisrationality is common knowledge among the players.



Mixed strategy equilibrium calculation
CindyRobert high low

high 22 1-3
low -31 11

I Let p (q) denote the probability of Robert (Cindy)choosing "high".



I Robert’s best response function
I Expected payoff from choosing:

I high: 2q − 3(1 − q) = −3 + 5q
I low: 1

I If −3 + 5q > 1 or q > 4/5, Robert should choose high, i.e.
p = 1.

I If −3 + 5q < 1 or q < 4/5, he should choose low, i.e.p = 0.
I If −3 + 5q = 1 or q = 4/5, then he is indifferent p ∈ [0, 1].Robert’s best response correspondence:

BRR (q) =
 {1}, if q > 4/5[0, 1], if q = 4/5

{0}, if q < 4/5



I Cindy’s best response function
I Expected payoff from choosing:

I high: 2p − 3(1 − p)
I low: 1

I If 2p − 3(1 − p) > 1 or p > 4/5, Cindy should choose high,i.e. q = 1
I If 2p − 3(1 − p) < 1 or p < 4/5, she should choose low, i.e.

q = 0
I If 2p − 3(1 − p) = 1 or p = 4/5, then she is indifferent, i.e.

q ∈ [0, 1]Cindy’s best response correspondence:
BRC (p) =

 {1}, if p > 4/5[0, 1], if p = 4/5
{0}, if p < 4/5Note that in calculating mixed strategy for one player, onetakes into account only payoffs of his/her opponent, nothis/her own.



Treasures of game theory

I simple coordination game,
I the traveller’s dilemma,
I a matching pennies game,
I a coordination game with a secure outside option,
I a minimum effort coordination game,
I the Kreps game



Simple coordination game
Consider two games of a "choose-an-effort" variety.Game A Game B

L R

T 2, 2 −3, 1
B 1, −3 1, 1

L R

T 5, 5 0, 1
B 1, 0 1, 1

There are two Nash equilibria in pure strategies (T , L), (B,R)in each of the games and the mixed strategy equilibrium:
I (.8T + .2B, .8L + .2R) in game A
I (.2T + .8B, .2L + .8R) in game B.Assuming people play the mixed strategy, we should mostoften (64% of the time) observe (T , L) in game A, and (B,R)in game B.

Experimental evidence shows exactly the opposite: (B,R)is most frequent in game A and (T , L) in game B.



The one-shot traveller’s dilemma game
Let’s consider the travellers’ dilemma with two players andaction space Ai = {180, 181, ..., 300} for each i ∈ N = {1, 2}.Payoffs are the following:

ui (a′
i , a′

j ) = min(a′
i , a′

j ) + P(a′
i , a′

j ), i 6= j , i , j ∈ N,

where P(a′
i , a′

j ) =
 P if a′

i < a′
j

0 if a′
i = a′

j

−P if a′
i > a′

j

, where P ∈ Z+



Analysis
When P = 0 and for P = 1, any profile of strategies forwhich ai = aj , i 6= j is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.When P > 1, note that given any strategy of the opponent itis optimal to underbid her by $1. So bidding $300 is never abest response to any belief.Since players are rational and know that their opponent isrational, they can delete this action from their strategy space.But then $299 is never a best response to any belief. So itcan be deleted as well.Continuing this way, the only strategy pair, that survives thisiterated procedure is (180, 180), i.e. the unique rationalizablestrategy profile.



How about experimental evidence, R denotes the bonus/malus

ordering of the two treatments was alternated.
The instructions asked the participants to devise
their own numerical examples to be sure that
they understood the payoff structure.
Figure 1 shows the frequencies for each 10-

cent category centered around the claim label on
the horizontal axis. The lighter bars pertain to
the high-R “treasure” treatment, where close to
80 percent of all the subjects chose the Nash
equilibrium strategy, with an average claim of
201. However, roughly the same fraction chose
the highest possible claim in the low-R treat-
ment, for which the average was 280, as shown
by the darker bars. Notice that the data in the
contradiction treatment are clustered at the op-
posite end of the set of feasible decisions from
the unique (rationalizable) Nash equilibrium.8
Moreover, the “anomalous” result for the low-R
treatment does not disappear or even diminish
over time when subjects play the game repeat-
edly and have the opportunity to learn.9 Since

the treatment change does not alter the unique
Nash (and rationalizable) prediction, standard
game theory simply cannot explain the most
salient feature of the data, i.e., the effect of the
penalty/reward parameter on average claims.

B. A Matching Pennies Game

Consider a symmetric matching pennies
game in which the row player chooses between
Top and Bottom and the column player simul-
taneously chooses between Left and Right, as
shown in top part of Table 1. The payoff for the
row player is $0.80 when the outcome is (Top,
Left) or (Bottom, Right) and $0.40 otherwise.
The motivations for the two players are exactly
opposite: column earns $0.80 when row earns
$0.40, and vice versa. Since the players have
opposite interests there is no equilibrium in pure
strategies. Moreover, in order not to be ex-
ploited by the opponent, neither player should
favor one of their strategies, and the mixed-
strategy Nash equilibrium involves randomiz-
ing over both alternatives with equal
probabilities. As before, we obtained decisions
from 50 subjects in a one-shot version of this
game (five cohorts of ten subjects, who were
randomly matched and assigned row or column

8 This result is statistically significant at all conventional
levels, given the strong treatment effect and the relatively
large number of independent observations (two paired ob-
servations for each of the 50 subjects). We will not report
specific nonparametric tests for cases that are so clearly
significant. The individual choice data are provided in the
Data Appendix for this paper on: http://www.people.
virginia.edu/!cah2k/datapage.html.

9 In Capra et al. (1999), we report results of a repeated
traveler’s dilemma game (with random matching). When
subjects chose numbers in the range [80, 200] with R " 5,
the average claim rose from approximately 180 in the first
period to 196 in period 5, and the average remained above
190 in later periods. Different cohorts played this game with
different values of R, and successive increases in R resulted

in successive reductions in average claims. With a penalty/
reward parameter of 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, and 80 the average
claims in the final three periods were 195, 186, 119, 138, 85,
and 81 respectively. Even though there is one treatment
reversal, the effect of the penalty/reward parameter on av-
erage claims is significant at the 1-percent level. The pat-
terns of adjustment are well explained by a naive Bayesian
learning model with decision error, and the claim distribu-
tions for the final five periods are close to those predicted by
a logit equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995).

FIGURE 1. CLAIM FREQUENCIES IN A TRAVELER’S DILEMMA
FOR R " 180 (LIGHT BARS) AND R " 5 (DARK BARS)

TABLE 1—THREE ONE-SHOT MATCHING PENNIES GAMES
(WITH CHOICE PERCENTAGES)

Left (48) Right (52)
Symmetric Top (48) 80, 40 40, 80
matching
pennies

Bottom (52) 40, 80 80, 40

Left (16) Right (84)
Asymmetric Top (96) 320, 40 40, 80
matching
pennies

Bottom (4) 40, 80 80, 40

Left (80) Right (20)
Reversed Top (8) 44, 40 40, 80
asymmetry Bottom (92) 40, 80 80, 40
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The matching pennies games (in brackets: mixed NE inBLACK, experimental evidence in RED)Payoff table
Game A L (.50)/(.48) R

T (.50)/(.48) 80, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40

Payoff table
Game B L (.13)/(.16) R

T (.50)/(.96) 320, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40

Payoff table
Game C L (.91)/(.80) R

T (.50)/(.08) 44, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40



A coordination game with a secure outside option (in brackets:mixed NE in BLACK, x = 0 treatment in RED, x = 400treatment in BLUE)
The following is the so called extended coordination game:

Payoff table
L (.67) M (.33)/(.84)/(.76) R

T 90, 90 0, 0 x , 40
B (.33)/ (.96)/(.64) 0, 0 180, 180 0, 40Since strategy R is dominated by a 50-50 combination of Land M , so it cannot be part of any Nash equilibrium. It iseasy to see that the set of Nash equilibria of this game is thesame irrespective of the value x



A minimum effort coordination game

Consider the game of choosing an effort level, where
N = {1, 2}, Ai = {110, 111, ..., 170}, i ∈ N . The payoffs for agiven profile of actions (a′

i , a′
j ) ∈ A are defined as follows:

ui (a′
i , a′

j ) = min(a′
i , a′

j ) − ca′
iwhere c ∈ (0, 1).The set of Nash equilibria consists of all the pairs (a, a),where a ∈ Ai .



Experimental evidence
both players choosing L, both choosing H, and
a mixed-strategy equilibrium in which both
players choose L with probability 2⁄3.
The Nash equilibria are independent of x,

which is the payoff to the row player when (L,
S) is the outcome, since the argument for elim-
inating S is based solely on column’s payoffs.
However, the magnitude of x may affect the
coordination process: for x ! 0, row is indif-
ferent between L and H when column selects S,
and row is likely to prefer H when column does
not select S (since then L and H have the same
number of zero payoffs for row, but H has a
higher potential payoff). Row is thus more
likely to choose H, which is then also the opti-
mal action for the column player. However,
when x is large, say 400, the column player may
anticipate that row will select L in which case
column should avoid H.
This intuition is borne out by the experimen-

tal data: in the treasure treatment with x ! 0, 96
percent of the row players and 84 percent of the
column players chose the high-payoff action H,
while in the contradiction treatment with x !
400 only 64 percent of the row players and 76
percent of the column players chose H. The
percentages of outcomes that were coordinated
on the high-payoff equilibrium were 80 for the
treasure treatment versus 32 for the contradic-
tion treatment. In the latter treatment, an addi-
tional 16 percent of the outcomes were
coordinated on the low-payoff equilibrium, but
more than half of all the outcomes were unco-
ordinated, non-Nash outcomes.

D. A Minimum-Effort Coordination Game

The next game we consider is also a coordi-
nation game with multiple equilibria, but in this
case the focus is on the effect of payoff asym-
metries that determine the risks of deviating in
the upward and downward directions. The two
players in this game choose “effort” levels si-
multaneously, and the cost of effort determines
the risk of deviation. The joint product is of the
fixed-coefficients variety, so that each person’s
payoff is the minimum of the two efforts, minus
the product of the player’s own effort and a
constant cost factor, c. In the experiment, we let
efforts be any integer in the range from 110 to
170. If c " 1, any common effort in this
range is a Nash equilibrium, because a uni-
lateral one-unit increase in effort above a

common starting point will not change the
minimum but will reduce one’s payoff by c.
Similarly, a one-unit decrease in effort will
reduce one’s payoff by 1 # c, i.e., the reduc-
tion in the minimum is more than the savings
in effort costs when c " 1. Obviously, a
higher effort cost increases the risk of raising
effort and reduces the risk of lowering effort.
Thus simple intuition suggests that effort lev-
els will be inversely related to effort costs,
despite the fact that any common effort level
is a Nash equilibrium.
We ran one treatment with a low effort cost

of 0.1, and the data for 50 randomly matched
subjects in this treatment are shown by the dark
bars in Figure 2. Notice that behavior is quite
concentrated at the highest effort level of 170;
subjects coordinate on the Pareto-dominant out-
come. The high effort cost treatment (c ! 0.9),
however, produced a preponderance of efforts
at the lowest possible level, as can be seen by
the lighter bars in the figure. Clearly, the extent
of this “coordination failure” is affected by the
key economic variable in this model, even
though Nash theory is silent.12

12 The standard analysis of equilibrium selection in co-
ordination is based on the John C. Harsanyi and Reinhard
Selten’s (1988) notion of risk dominance, which allows a
formal analysis of the trade-off between risk and payoff
dominance. Paul G. Straub (1995) reports experimental
evidence for risk dominance as a selection criterium. There
is no agreement on how to generalize risk dominance be-
yond 2 $ 2 games, but see Anderson et al. (2001b) for a
proposed generalization based on the “stochastic potential.”
Experiments with repeated plays of coordination games

FIGURE 2. EFFORT CHOICE FREQUENCIES FOR A MINIMUM-
EFFORT COORDINATION GAME WITH HIGH EFFORT COST
(LIGHT BARS) AND LOW EFFORT COST (DARK BARS)
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The Kreps game (in brackets mixed NE in BLACK andexperimental data in BLUE)
The following is the so called Kreps game:

Payoff table
L (.13)/(.26) M (.08) NN (.68) R (.87)/(.00)

T (.49) /(.68) 200, 50 0, 45 10, 30 20, −250
B (.51)/(.32) 0, −250 10, −100 30, 30 50, 40



Conjecture - part I
Common knowledge of rationality is a very strongassumptionIt is violated if people:

I make mistakes
I do not pay attention
I are not sure about their opponent, his/her motivation,state of mind, etc.Sometimes playing the NE strategy is risky, i.e. in case youropponent does not conform, you may loose a lot.Maybe we should drop the assumption of commonknowledge of rationality.



Example: Choosing among multiple Nash Equilibria
Game A Game B
L R

T 2, 2 −3, 1
B 1, −3 1, 1

L R

T 5, 5 0, 1
B 1, 0 1, 1

Observe that the mixed strategy is calculated based on youropponent’s payoff only.Note that if we drop the assumption of common knowledgeof rationality, playing T (or L) in game A is more risky ingame A than in game B
I in A you risk getting −3 instead of 1 and in B getting 0instead of 1We can capture this effect by treating the opponent asunpredictable nature.



Game A Game B
s1 s2

T or L 2 −3
B or R 1 1

s1 s2
T or L 5 0
B or R 1 1

where s1, s2 are two states of the world.Observe that the strategies T and L in the game A are moreuncertain (giving the payoff of either 2 or −3) than thestrategies B and R (giving the certain payoff of 1). Similarly,in the game B the strategies B and R are certain (giving thepayoff of 1), whereas the strategies T and L are uncertain(giving the payoff of either 5 or 0).



Uncertainty
Uncertainty is modeled by having preferences defined overacts f : S Ï X , where S is an exhaustive and exclusive set ofstates of nature and X is the set of consequences.Frank Knight (1921) distinguished between:

I Uncertainty (no quantifiable information is available)
I Risk (exact probabilities are given)Mark Machina prefers to use the terms:
I Objective uncertainty
I Subjective uncertaintyBeliefs (probabilities) are very subjective. Completeignorance does not require probabilities. It is a goodbenchmark.



Decision rules under uncertainty

Rules for making decisions under complete ignorance1. Maxmin rule (Abraham Wald)2. Maxmax rule3. Minmax regret rule (Leonard Savage)4. Principle of insufficient reason (Jacob Bernoulli)5. Hurwicz criterion



A simple choice problem

Consider the following choice problem:Crisis No crisisSafe 0 2Medium −3 6Risky-Hedge 10 −6

The investor is ignorant and he does not know theprobability of Crisis/No Crisis.
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MaxiMin

The investor may choose a strategy that maximizes theminimal payoffs across the states

C NC MaxMinS 0 2 0M −3 6 −3R-H 10 −6 −6Drawback: pessimism
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Hurwicz α criterion
The investor may choose a strategy that maximizes a linearcombination of Maximin and Maximax

C NC HurwiczS 0 2 α × 0 + (1 − α) × 2M −3 6 α × (−3) + (1 − α) × 6R-H 10 −6 α × (−6) + (1 − α) × 10

Drawbacks: a) the pessimism coefficient is a free parameter,b) mixing of two optimal actions may not be optimal
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Laplace
The investor may assume that each state is equally probableand choose a strategy that maximize expected value

C NC LaplaceS 0 2 1
2 × 0 + 1

2 × 2 = 1M −3 6 1
2 × (−3) + 1

2 × 6 = 1.5R-H 10 −6 1
2 × (−6) + 1

2 × 10 = 2

Drawbacks: a) Subdividing states may change the optimalaction, b) seems arbitrary: does not reflect lack of knowledge
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Minimax regret
The investor may choose a strategy that minimizes amaximal regret across states

Payoff table Regret table
SMR-H

C NC
0 2

−3 6
10 −6

C NC
10 4
13 0
0 12

Minimax regret
10
13
12Drawback: violates independence of irrelevant alternatives



Minimax regret
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10
13
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Minimax regret

Each of these rules have their drawbacks.However, note that in the context of a game, violation of IIAin the case if minimax regret is not an issue.Hence we postulate using this rule.



Conjecture - part II
Conjecture: People depart from the NE strategy if it is veryrisky to play it.There is a trade-off between:

I What is achievable using strategic interaction (Nashequilibria)
I And what is risky in case others do not conform to therationality principle (minimax regret strategies).To predict what will actually be played in a given game oneshould weight the benefits of the NE stability and minimaxregret safety.



Regret
Definition
Regret from chosing a′

i ∈ Ai given a profile of other
players’ actions a′

−i ∈ A−i is defined as:

Ri (a′
i , a′

−i ) = max
ai∈Ai

[ui (ai , a′
−i )] − ui (a′

i , a′
−i ) (3)

Maximum regret from choosing a′
i ∈ Ai is then given by:

max
a−i∈A−i

Ri (a′
i , a−i ) (4)

Minimax regret strategy for a player i ∈ N is an action
a∗
i ∈ Ai such that:

a∗
i ∈ arg min

ai∈Ai

[
max

a−i∈A−i

Ri (ai , a−i )] (5)



Choosing among multiple Nash Equilibria - regret
Payoff table Regret table

L R

T 2, 2 −3, 1
B 1, −3 1, 1

L R max
T 0, 0 4, 1 4
B 1, 4 0, 0 1max 4 1Payoff table Regret table

L R

T 5, 5 0, 1
B 1, 0 1, 1

L R max
T 0, 0 1, 4 1
B 4, 1 0, 0 4max 1 4

Max regret shows that the safe strategy is (B,R) in A and(T , L) in B.



Matching pennies
Payoff table Regret table

Game A L R

T 80, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40

L R max
T 0, 40 40, 0 40
B 40, 0 0, 40 40max 40 40Payoff table Regret table

Game B L R

T 320, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40

L R max
T 0, 40 40, 0 40
B 280, 0 0, 40 280max 40 40Payoff table Regret table

Game C L R

T 44, 40 40, 80
B 40, 80 80, 40

L R max
T 0, 40 40, 0 40
B 4, 0 0, 40 4max 40 40



The traveler’s dilemma
Regret of player i for a given strategy profile (a′

i , a′
j ) ∈ A isequal to:

Ri (a′
i , a′

2) = max
ai∈Ai

(
min(ai , a′

j ) + P(ai , a′
j )) −

(
min(a′

i , a′
j ) + P(a′

i , a′
j ))

To calculate it we need to consider two cases:
a′
j = 180 Ñ Ri (a′

i , 180) = {
180 − 180 = 0 if a′

i = 180
180 − 180 + P = P if a′

i > 180

a′
j > 180 Ñ Ri (a′

i , a′
j ) = a′

j − 1 + P −
(
min(a′

i , a′
j ) + P(a′

i , a′
j ))We can summarize it in the form of the table:

a′
i = 180 a′

i > 180
a′
j = 180 0 P

a′
j > 180 a′

j − 181 a′
j − 1 + P − min(a′

i , a′
j ) − P(a′

i , a′
j )



The traveler’s dilemma
So the maximum regret of player i for a given strategy
a′
i ∈ Ai is equal to:

max regreti (a′
i ) =

 119 when a′
i = 180

max(P, 118) when a′
i = 181

max(2P − 1, 0) when a′
i ≥ 182Now we can solve for the minimax strategies in this gamewhich is summarized in the following table:

Values of P Minmax regret strat. Minmax value
P = 0 {300} 0
P ∈ {1, ..., 59} {300 − 2P, ..., 299, 300} 2P − 1
P ∈ {60, 61, ..., 118} {181} 118
P = 119 {180, 181} 119
P ∈ {120, 121, ...} {180} 119



The traveler’s dilemma

For example, for P = 0, the only minimax regret strategy isto bid 300. For P = 5, any bid in the set {290, 291, ..., 300} is aminimax regret strategy. For P = 180 the only minimaxregret strategy is to bid 180.



Choose an effort game
The regret of a given profile of actions (a′

i , a′
j ) ∈ A is given by:

Ri (a′
i , a′

j ) = max
ai∈Ai

(
min(ai , a′

j ) − cai
)

−
(
min(a′

i , a′
j ) − ca′

i

)
= a′

j − ca′
j − min(a′

i , a′
j ) + ca′

iMaximum regret for a strategy a′
i is given by:

max regreti (a′
i ) = max

aj∈Aj

(
aj − caj − min(a′

i , aj ) + ca′
i

)
= max

(
170(1 − c) − a′

i , −110c
) + ca′

iMinimax regret is given by:
min
ai∈Ai

[max (170(1 − c) − ai , −110c) + cai ]Let’s define a∗
i ∈ Ai as the value of player i strategy forwhich the two elements of the above max function are equal:

170(1 − c) − a∗
i = −110c Ñ a∗

i = 170 − c(170 − 110)



Choose an effort
In order to find the minimax regret, it is clear that we needto consider three cases:

a′
i = 110 Ñ max regreti (110) = (1 − c)(170 − 110)
a′
i = a∗

i Ñ max regreti (a∗
i ) = c(1 − c)(170 − 110)

a′
i = 170 Ñ max regreti (170) = c(170 − 110)

Since c ∈ (0, 1) it must be that the minimax regret strategy is
a′
i = a∗

i and the minimax regret value is
max regreti (a∗

i ) = c(1 − c)(170 − 110).For example if c = 0.1, the minimax regret strategy is equalto 164 and if c = 0.9, the minimax regret strategy is equal to
116, which is in accordance with the experimental evidence.



An assignment

1. Write a program in Microsoft Excel that calculatesminmax regret strategies in the traveller’s dilemmagame depending on the value of a bonus/malus.2. Write a program in Microsoft Excel that calculatesminmax regret strategies in choose an effort gamedepending on the cost of effort value.



A coordination game with a secure outside option
Regret table

L M R max
T 0, 0 180, 90 0, 50 180
B 90, 180 0, 0 x , 140 max(90, x)max 180 90 140

where x ∈ R.So
I if x < 180, then minimax regret strategies are (B,M)
I if x > 180, then minimax regret strategies are (T ,M)



The Kreps game

Regret table L M NN R max
T 0, 0 10, 5 20, 20 30, 300 30
B 200, 290 0, 140 0, 10 0, 0 200max 290 140 20 300

The only Nash equlibria in pure strategies of this game are(T , L) and (B,R). On the other hand, the only minimaxregret pure strategy profile is (T ,NN).



Game of Rows

We have developed an application to test departures fromNash-Equilibria.You may find info here:
http://www.mlewandowski.waw.pl/game-of-rows/And also download the app here:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.sgh.
gametheory

http://www.mlewandowski.waw.pl/game-of-rows/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.sgh.gametheory
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.sgh.gametheory
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